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I ll semester B.com./gB;\ Exami nation, March/A prir 2022
(CBCS) (F+R) (2019-20 and Onwards)

LANGUAGE ENGLISH - III

Time : 3 Hours

lnstructions : 1) Answer all the questions.
2) Write the correct question number.

SECTION _ A
(Course Book)

!. Answer any five of the following in 2 or 3 sentences each :

1) Where does the poet look for the Cuckoo 'a thousand way' ?

2) The scholor takes the boy to the

a) bush

b) garden

c) forest.

Max. Marks : 70

3) Name the eldest son of Subedar Deep Singh.

4) what gift was given by Bishop to the convict at the end of the play ?

5) Why was the convict caught and imprisoned ?

6) Whom did Akkamahadevi meet in her dreams according to'Vachanas' ?

7) Where did Hosahalli school have its beginning ?

8) The narrator felt that there was a teacher in each person. True/Fatse.

ll. Answer any fouf of the following in about 80-100 words each, selecting
two from the play :

(5x2=10)

(4x5=20)

1) What imagery does Wordsworth use to portray the beauty of nature in the
poem 'To The Cuckoo' ?

2) Comment on Labhu's story telling teichniques.

3) How does the Bishop's attitude touch the convict ?

4) Give a brief character sketch of the Convict.
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5) 'Bishop's sister is more practical than him'. Discuss

6) Describe the responsibilities shared among children and adults for preparing
the mid-day meals.

7) How can humanity be cultivated by a nrathematician according to Hema
Raghavan's'Professional Guides to Cultivating Humanity' ?

lll. Answer any one of the following in about 200-250 words : (1x10=10)

1) 'To The Cuckoo' is a poem of reverie* of Wordsworlh's childhcod.
Discuss.

2) Explain the teaching and learning process portrayed in the essay'Learning
from First Qeneration School-Goers'.

3) 'Modern communication builds contacts but spoils connectivity'. Discuss
with reference to Hema Raghvan's article'Professional Guides to Cultivating
Humanity'.

SECTION - B
(Letter Writing)

lV. Answer any three of the following : (3x10=30)

1) Write a letter of complaint on behalf of Vision Corner, Eye Plaza, MG Road,
Bangalore rto Netralayadham, Vijayanagar, Bangalore for delay in the
execution of the order.

2) lnfocom Pvt. Ltd. has advertised for the post of Marketing Manager. Reply
to the advertisement with a cover letter enclosing your Curriculum Vitae.

Write a sales letter to Excel Group of lnstitutions that you have started a
Soft Skills Training Centre, offering to train the final year students. Furnish
all the details about modules and fqe structure.

As the Stofu Manager of Foody Enterprise, write a reply letter to the complaint
received from Aahar Pvt. Ltd., assuring them the best services and supply
of quality food products irl future.
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